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ABSTRACT

Large urban areas across the United States are struggling to provide housing for middle income families in downtown areas. Families are being pushed out of cities for a number of factors, one of which is lack of housing that is large enough for a growing family and fully within their price range. There is a gap between low-income affordable housing prices and market rate housing prices. The family dynamic of living in the suburbs is rapidly changing and new families want and need to live in the city center. People in the city are exposed to more cultural diversity. They have more opportunities to walk or bike. Adults and children have access to a wealth of activities nearby, while children and elderly can achieve an independence that is not as easily obtained outside the city.

Families that would prefer to live in the city, tend to move to the suburbs when they decide to have children because they think that they need more space. The reality is that families don’t need more space; they need better space. The best space would have the ability to adapt and change with the family as it grows and shrinks across the family life cycle. The goal of this project is to provide housing that is micro, and expandable for 5.

Since urban areas rarely have open space on the ground level, these homes will be located in the air space between buildings. This is an option not dependent on ground level real estate that could result in a cheaper option for families.

The city of San Francisco provides an opportunity to test this idea as it is one of the most expensive places for families to live in the United States. San Francisco cannot expand the downtown area due to strict height limitations and limited boundaries. A small site in San Francisco will act as a test case for how this approach might be applied to other urban contexts. Using this test case, micro housing in the city center for middle income families of 5, that can adapt and change with their needs will be provided.
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HOUSING IN THE UNITED STATES

Housing in the United States has changed significantly over time. Average homes have been getting larger and larger. As of 2014 only 4% of homes being built were 1,400 square feet or less.

The rich are getting richer and buying these larger homes, while first-time homebuyers are unable to afford even small homes due to increasing student loans and other debt.

Figure 2 shows the average home size around the globe, it shows that the United States has the second largest home size in the world. These statistics were taken from 2009. As of 2015 the average home size in the United States is a staggering 2,600 square feet.

As a result of this change in housing, middle income families cannot afford the space they think they need in the city.
Figure 3: Average American Home Size
MIDDLE INCOME FAMILY HOUSING

Middle income families are being forced out of the city for many reasons, one of which is high home prices and a shortage of space that they perceive they need. As families have children they decide that they need more space, and looking for more space in the city can be difficult and expensive.

The need for middle income family housing in urban areas stretches across the United States. The old notion of moving to the suburbs when having children is gone and the new generation wants to raise kids in the city center.

The 10 least affordable cities in the United States for middle income Americans are San Francisco, CA, Los Angeles, CA, San Diego, CA, New York, NY, Orange County, CA, San Jose, CA, Ventura County, CA, Honolulu, HI, Austin, TX, and Miami, FL. Homes in these cities are very expensive, meaning that there are not very many available to the middle class, and the homes that are available are not large enough for what middle class families want in a home.

Figure 4: U.S. Home Affordability Comparison
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING GAP

There is a gap between low-income affordable housing and market rate housing prices. Middle income families fall directly in this gap, their income is too high for low-income housing, and not enough for market rate prices.

Looking at these numbers in San Francisco, it is apparent that average middle income families can afford a market rate studio apartment in the city, and as the number of bedrooms increases they are rapidly priced out of market rate housing. This is a major reason that families move to the suburbs when having children. They get priced out of the city and the suburbs offer a much cheaper option with more space.

Figure 6: Income Gap Graph
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THE FAMILY LIFE CYCLE

In order to provide a space that adapts and changes with families, we need to know how families adapt and change over time. This is where the Family Life Cycle comes in, a family is defined as: related individuals sharing a household. ¹⁰ Families go through the life cycle in different ways and at different times, ¹¹ it is important to track these changes in order to know when and how needs change over time. There are many different versions of the Family Life Cycle that various researchers have established, but the one thing most researchers agree upon is that all families go through separate and distinct phases over time. ¹²

As these families and their needs change there is also a changing dwelling need. ¹³ This is why most families move when they begin to have children; to gain more space. ¹⁴

Figure 8 illustrates the different stages of the Family Life Cycle, along with showing the different dwelling needs at different times. Each line represents a different family, and the thickness of the line represents the number of people in the family at that time. As the lines go up, the families needs increase.

Figure 8: The Family Life Cycle
SPACE NEEDS

The number one reason that people decide to move their family is when they start having children. 15 People often think that when they have children they automatically need more space, and when that number continues to grow they need even more space. This is referred to as the perceived normative housing deficit. 16 This is what happens when people see their neighbors getting more space over time, and therefore they think that they also need more space. 17 This is actually not true, the reality is that families don’t need more space when they begin to have children, they need better space. As the diagrams show, families can get the same functions that they need in a much smaller space by eliminating wasted space in the home.

Figure 10: Family Space Needs
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Figure 10: Family Space Needs
URBAN LIVING

There are benefits and drawbacks to living in an urban context. Recently people are moving more towards urban contexts. Urban areas provide things like diversity of cultures, people, and activities. In the city children and elderly have more independence because they do not need to rely on a car to get around. People can walk or bike to work or school which leads to a healthier lifestyle. Relying on walking, biking, and public transportation means there is no need to own a car, which can save a lot of money.

Urban areas can also be noisy and bright at night, as well as feeling unsafe. People will not get as much living space in the city, as well as no private yard. However, there are many public places that people can go throughout the day.
SUBURBAN LIVING

Just like urban living, suburban living has many positives as well as negatives. In the suburbs people tend to get more living space, along with a private yard. The suburbs are usually quieter and more peaceful than the city is.  

In suburban areas people tend to be disconnected from their neighbors, and children and elderly need to rely on someone else with a car to go anywhere. The private yard and large living space often require many hours of maintenance per year. As well as the cost of owning and maintaining a personal vehicle.

Figure 14: Suburban Living
02 CONTEXT
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San Francisco has some of the highest housing prices in the United States. It was named the worst city for renters to live in 2015, purely because of housing prices. In San Francisco housing prices are continuing to rise, while salaries stay stagnant, making housing harder to afford for everyone.

San Francisco is also running out of places to build more housing downtown. Since the city is a peninsula they cannot expand outwards. There is also a strict height limit on the downtown area of San Francisco, making it difficult for additional housing to expand upwards.

There are very few children under 18 and elders over 65 who live in the downtown area of San Francisco, meaning that there is a lack of housing and amenities for these age groups. The city is known for its small apartments that usually only function for one or two people. There is an immediate need for affordable family housing in San Francisco.

Figure 18: California Map
Figure 19.1: San Francisco Map

Figures 19.2: San Francisco Cultural Images
SAN FRANCISCO COSTS

The costs of living in San Francisco are very high. Figure 21 shows a comparison between living expenses in Grand Rapids, MI, and San Francisco, CA.

This table shows that every aspect of living in San Francisco is much more expensive than it is in Grand Rapids. While the salary number is also higher in San Francisco, it does not increase enough to justify the costs of the other aspects. The housing prices alone are over 200% higher in San Francisco than they are in Grand Rapids. Unless the wages are equally as high, which we know is not true, than San Francisco clearly has an affordable housing problem.
Figure 21: Cost Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grand Rapids</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Percentage Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 bed apartment rent</td>
<td>$1,033</td>
<td>$3,322</td>
<td>+221.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk, eggs, &amp; bread</td>
<td>$7.78</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td>+79.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1lb chicken + 1lb beef</td>
<td>$13.86</td>
<td>$16.11</td>
<td>+16.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monthly parking pass</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$73.50</td>
<td>+83.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 gallon of gas</td>
<td>$2.47</td>
<td>$3.54</td>
<td>+43.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average meal for two</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
<td>$77.50</td>
<td>+68.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast food meal for one</td>
<td>$6.25</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>+28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monthly disposable salary</td>
<td>$2,934</td>
<td>$3,960</td>
<td>+34.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOUTH BEACH DISTRICT

The South Beach district of San Francisco is located on the Eastern edge along the water. This district is directly adjacent to the financial district, where most residents work. It is in the middle of a transition from industrial uses to more residential uses, meaning that people are flocking there looking for places to live.  

This district has all the necessary amenities for living like grocery stores, parks, pharmacies and more within walking distance. The atmosphere of South Beach is more laid back the more East you go, as you get to the Eastern shore the feeling changes from the hustle and bustle of the financial district, into a quieter neighborhood feeling, meaning this district has the right location for any type of family.

Figure 22: San Francisco Map
Figure 23: South Beach Cultural Images
SITE TYPOLOGIES

As mentioned earlier, San Francisco has trouble expanding for multiple reasons. Since the city is so dense with no expansion space there needs to be a creative solution for locating new housing. Looking at the leftover space in the city, there are many spaces in-between. These are the spaces in between two buildings where something may be happening on the ground level, but nothing is happening in the air space above. That means that this space is open for additional housing.

There are many in-between spaces in the South Beach District of San Francisco. These spaces were located and then classified into four typologies.

1. Narrow Arcade-A site that is less than 20 feet wide, with a street, alley, or activity on the ground level that cannot be obstructed.
2. Wide Arcade-A site that is 20 feet or wider, with a street, alley, or activity on the ground level that cannot be obstructed.
3. Narrow Rooftop-A site that is less than 20 feet wide, with a building or structure on the ground level.
4. Wide Rooftop-A site that is 20 feet or wider, with a building or structure on the ground level.
FOCUS SITE

The focus site for this project is 26 Jessie Street. It is the smallest site out of the ones identified, therefore if a design can fit into the smallest site, it should also be able to fit in the largest site.

26 Jessie Street has a heavily trafficked pedestrian walkway on the ground level, each adjacent building has many windows that need to be taken into consideration, there is a major street to the North, and an alleyway to the South. The buildings adjacent are used for residential, commercial, and retail. This site is 12 feet wide by 137 feet long, making it a challenging place for housing.
26 Jessie Street

Figure 27.1: 26 Jessie Street Image

Figure 27.2: Maximum Buildable Envelope
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ERGONOMICS

When designing a small space, every dimension becomes very important. Knowing the ergonomics of a person is essential to designing a small space. This ensures that the space functions well with people in it.

Creating a digital tool of a person that can be manipulated into any position is very helpful to designing spaces around a person. This lets the designer see what can work and what may not work for the residents living in the space.

Figure 30.1: Ergonomic Person

Figure 30.2: Digital Person Tool
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical reach height sitting</td>
<td>50&quot;</td>
<td>54&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttock-knee length</td>
<td>21.3&quot; - 25.2&quot;</td>
<td>22.4&quot; - 26.3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttock-leg length</td>
<td>39.84&quot;</td>
<td>42.60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting height</td>
<td>31.3&quot; - 35.8&quot;</td>
<td>33.6&quot; - 38.3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow rest height</td>
<td>11&quot;</td>
<td>11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip breadth</td>
<td>18.1&quot;</td>
<td>16.9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow-elbow breadth</td>
<td>18.44&quot;</td>
<td>21.50&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side arm reach</td>
<td>38.91&quot;</td>
<td>35.88&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. body breadth</td>
<td>18.44&quot;</td>
<td>21.50&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stature</td>
<td>60.2&quot; - 68.4&quot;</td>
<td>64.8&quot; - 73.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee height</td>
<td>18.06&quot;</td>
<td>19.88&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical grip reach</td>
<td>74.9&quot; - 86.8&quot;</td>
<td>81.2&quot; - 93.7&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow height</td>
<td>42.9&quot;</td>
<td>46.4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumb tip reach</td>
<td>30.7&quot;</td>
<td>33.4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye height standing</td>
<td>56.9&quot; - 65.0&quot;</td>
<td>61.4&quot; - 69.8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROGRAM

The program of a micro home is not much different than the program of a typical home. The program of a typical home usually includes rooms such as kitchen, dining room, living room, bathrooms, and bedrooms. In a micro home there is very little space and therefore instead of rooms the space is divided into different functions. These functions are cooking, eating, leisure, bathing, and sleeping.

The square footage needed for each of these functions per person has been calculated, in order to know how much the home needs to expand in the different stages. This is a minimum square footage, therefore more space than just these dimensions will be provided.

Figure 32: Amount of Space Needed for Different Activities
CITY PROGRAM

In San Francisco many people use the city as their living room and restaurants as their kitchen and dining room. This context is ideal for a micro home because the space that the home lacks, the city makes up for with its many close amenities.

San Francisco has many places where anyone is welcome to go, there are public open spaces throughout the city, as well as privately owned public spaces. These are privately owned spaces that anyone is welcome to use, the spaces range from outdoor parks to indoor seating areas to urban gardens, and they are free to use with no purchase required at anytime of the day. These spaces across the city can provide residents with a different living room every day. San Francisco has an abundance of restaurants that range in price for anyone’s budget so that the city could act as their kitchen and dining room.
Figure 35: San Francisco Local Amenities Map
According to the Family Life Cycle, combined with square footages per person, there are four basic sizes of living that families need.

The average family would start with a young single person, they would start with the base unit of one hexagon. When they get married, their spouse would join them in the base unit. The base unit can serve one person or a married couple. When this couple decides to have children they can expand by one half of a hexagon, this provides more leisure, sleeping, and storage space. This would be large enough for one couple with one child. If the couple decides to keep having children they can then add on the other half of a hexagon, this provides more leisure, dining, sleeping and storage space. At this point the family consists of one couple and three children, living in two hexagons. This is the max amount of living space that the family can have. If more storage space is required the family can add on another half or whole hexagon, but are limited to three hexagons total. When the family decides they need less space, the hexagons can be removed at any time.
Figure 37: Unit Expansion Diagram
The expansion and contraction in this design is not only on a large time scale. There are some extra features that are made possible by the skin of the units. The skin of the units is made up of a grid system that can be filled with metal or glass panels, depending on where the family feels windows or light is necessary. This panel system makes it possible for certain walls or portions of walls to be on hinges. This means that the walls can move and transform the space.

For example, on the base unit, if more storage is required, the basement wall can fold down and another wall will fold up out of that to expand the space. On the fully expanded unit, the upstairs sleeping floors wall can open and allow access to the roof of the base unit, creating a patio. These changes can be made on an hourly basis, allowing flexibility to the owners.

Of course these changes heavily depend on the residents neighbors, there has to be a negotiation between owners.
Figure 39.1: Expansion Diagram

Figure 39.2: Unit Wall Section
SITE DESIGN

In order to have one site design that can be replicated into many other sites there needs to be some sort of system in place that can be replicated. In this instance that is the frame. A large hexagonal frame with plug and play pieces inserted into it. This frame can be replicated and manipulated according to almost any site dimension.

Within the frame, units and circulation are placed. The central circulation core is ever changing as units come in and out. This circulation is meant for the public also, as a place for them to stop or slow down that is not on the pedestrian walkway below. This central space can include things like outdoor movie theaters, sitting stairs, urban gardens and more. It depends on the community that lives there.

Figure 40: Site Phase 1
Figure 41.1: Site Phase 2

Figure 41.2: Site Phase 3

Figure 41.3: Site Phase 4
SITE DESIGN

The site begins with 8 base units already in place for residents. The central circulation begins as a blank canvas of stairs.

These 8 units gradually transform as families expand their unit in almost any direction. Expansion required negotiation with neighbors to figure out who gets which space, what if two people want the same space? Well they will have to resolve that between the two. This reenforces the community aspect of living in the city which occasionally gets forgotten. The neighbors collaborate together on what should be in the central circulation space, and who gets which expansion space or spaces.

Figure 42: Site Section
UNIT DESIGN

The unit is designed with as much flexibility as the site is. There are walls that fold down into tables, walls that fold down to cover the stairs and create a floor. There is storage within each stair. The kitchen is suited for enough cooking and storage space for a family of 5. The spaces are flexible. There is a dining table for 3 incase the whole family isn’t there, or for 5 when everyone is around.

Figure 44: Unit Design
Figure 46: Unit Design
INTERIOR STUDIES

When designing a small space it is important to distil things down to the essentials. These collages representing kitchens and bathrooms from around the world demonstrate what the essentials of these two spaces really are.

For kitchens it seems to be a heat source, water supply, and a work surface. While for bathrooms the only requirement in some places was a hole in the ground. Looking at these gives a better idea of what is needed in small kitchens and bathrooms.

Figure 48: Kitchens From Around the World
Figure 49: Bathrooms From Around the World
INTERIOR STUDIES

When it comes to interior space, most people think of a room that is a box. These sketches show the exploration of differently shaped rooms and how it effects the people that live in these spaces. They also explore the effects of bright colors in spaces and how that changes the overall feeling of the space. These studies led to a different and innovative design.
INTERIOR DESIGN

The interior of this micro home is full of flexible features. There are tables that fold up into walls, and walls that fold down to cover the stairs and create a floor. There are chairs the fold away flat, and storage integrated everywhere possible.

The goal for this interior was to have the family feel like they are in a typical home, it should have all the comforts and functions without all of the wasted space.

The finishes of this interior were kept light to make the space feel larger, and neutral to let the family decorate themselves and feel like they own this space.

Figure 52: Interior Rendering Collection
Figure 54: Base Unit Rendering From Entry
Figure 56: Expanded Unit Rendering From Entry
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Figure 60: Expanded Unit Upstairs Rendering From Stairs
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HOW THE FAMILY LIFE CYCLE AFFECTS MIGRATION DECISIONS

Introduction
Families move multiple times over the course of the family life cycle. These moves can be caused by many factors such as location, economic aspirations, extended family orientation, the current stage of the family life cycle and more. However there has been debate as to what the most important factor in a family’s decision to move is. The family life cycle is a way of categorizing the different stages that a family can go through in their lifetime; it is based off of the parents ages, and children’s age also. There are a number of articles and journals that have different perspectives on this question; however there are few studies that directly answer the question: Is the family life cycle the most important factor in when and why family’s decide to migrate?

The Family Life Cycle
In order to determine if the family life cycle, or FLC, is the most important factor, the definition needs to be discussed. The most widely accepted versions of the family life cycle come from Duvall (1971) and Wells and Gubar (1966). Since then, Murphy and Staples have come up with a modernized version of the family life cycle in 1979. Figure 71 shows the different methods of categorization between the three definitions of the family life cycle. Duvall (1971) is based on marital status, age of parents, and age of oldest child. Wells and Gubar (1966) is based on marital status, age of parents, and age of youngest child. Murphy and Staples (1979) is based on marital status, age of parents, children, and children’s ages. Murphy and Staples (1979) is an updated version which includes more options such as divorced and widowed. While all of these tables vary and have different stages and different amounts of stages, Murphy and Staples have pointed out that “agreement exists on one central idea-each family progresses through a number of distinct phases from point of formation to death of both spouses”.

Housing Preferences and the Family Life Cycle
The family life cycle has been tied to housing preference throughout this literature. For example, Rossi states that “housing requirements are strongly tied to its family life cycle stage; and much residential mobility, especially short distance, can be explained in terms of individual efforts to satisfy housing needs brought about by
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 71: Family Life Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duvall (1971)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Married couples (without children)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Childbearing families (oldest child under 30 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Families with preschool children (oldest 2.5-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Families with school children (oldest 6-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Families with teenagers (oldest 13-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Families as launching centers (first child gone to last child’s leaving)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Middle aged parents (empty nest to retirement)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. Middle aged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Middle aged married without children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Middle aged divorced without children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Middle aged married with children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Middle aged divorced with children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Older</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Older married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Older unmarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Divorced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Widowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
life-cycle changes." 44 As a family goes through the FLC, their needs are going to change, housing needs, privacy needs, space needs, and more. These needs are perceived to be normative needs. As McAuley and Nutty explain, “While the family may view itself as having a housing “need” such “needs” are likely to be the result of cultural standards rather than minimal requirements for health and safety.” 45 Meaning that families don’t necessarily need more space, they think they need more space, but what they really need is better, more efficient space. This ties into my overall argument about family housing. The answer isn’t always more space, it is better space.

We know that families want more space, but when do they want it? How do families needs vary across the different stages? According to Rossi and others (Chevan, 1971; Leslie and Richardson, 1961; Pickvance, 1973) Families cite space deficits as the most important residential concern brought on by the family life cycle. While families are expanding they believe that they need more room, therefore during the childbearing years is when the family wants more space. Families are more likely to move in order to gain more space than they are if they feel they have too much space. This has to do with the age of the parents, the further along in the family life cycle that they are, the less likely they are to move. 46 According to McAuley and Nutty “some attributes of residence of more concern to those in a particular stage, while concerns for other attributes span several related stages.” 47 This means that the way families decide to move changes over time, during the family life cycle. The FLC not only effects when and why couples decide to move, it also is a factor in if they decide to move at all.

How Families Decide to Migrate
While there is no doubt that the family life cycle and housing preferences are related, there is some doubt on whether the FLC is the most important factor when deciding to move. There are many other factors to be taken into account such as economical aspirations, extended family orientation, location, climate, amenities, and more. In order to know which is the most important factor, we need to know how families make decisions. According to Kammeyer (1971) the influences of economy and family in the decision making process can be separated into three different categories: 1. The societal level, 2. The personal-structural level, and 3. The
The Societal Level of Decision Making
The societal level focuses on the effects of the changing economic conditions as they influence moving volume and direction. It also focuses on the health and security of the family and migration effects. 49

The Personal-Structural Level of Decision Making
Influences in this stage could be things like the stage of a person’s career or the current family life cycle stage. This stage focuses on the ramifications of migration as they pertain to individuals in the household. 50

The Personal-Psychological Level of Decision Making
These could include economic aspirations or extended family orientations. Researches know very little about how this stage translates into the family life cycle. This level seems to be about personal aspirations. For example, someone with low economic aspirations would be willing to migrate to accept a better opportunity, whereas a person with high economic aspirations would be willing to migrate to see out a better opportunity for themselves. Therefore on a personal-psychological level, the person with high economic aspirations has a higher propensity to migrate than the one with low economic aspirations. 51

In order to fully answer this question, researchers need to know more about how the family life cycle affects someone at the personal-psychological level. Another gap in this research is what influence, if any, children have on the decision to migrate. Are children’s preferences on migration taken into account?

Aspects of Migration
When thinking about migrating, families consider many factors such as economical aspirations, extended family orientation, location, climate, and amenities. 52 Economic aspirations refer to the feeling a husband or wife has about their current economic status. They can have low aspirations, meaning they are fine where they
are. They could have high aspirations, meaning they want to move up. Extended family orientation refers to the emotional bonds the husband or wife has with their extended family. A high bond will likely live close to relatives while a low bond might be willing to move farther away. The location of the home is very important, this can refer to a geographic location, a relative distance from amenities or extended family. Climate is more important to certain people, usually depending on their age.

When looking at these factors the research states that for Husbands the family life cycle stage is the most important factor in the decision to migrate. While for wives the highest factor is propensity to migrate is her economic aspirations. Although the wives highest factor was her economic aspirations, it was proven that a significant influence is the family life cycle stage. This research is interesting because the common thought is that the wife is more dedicated to the family than the husband is, and these results disprove that.

Steele provides research that proves that children are the number one factor that causes families to move. He states “Our analysis showed that the birth of a child raised significantly the propensity of moving to a new house; further, the likelihood of moving to a new single-family house increased with the number of children in the family.” While this research claims that childbearing is the number one cause, one can argue that childbearing and the family life cycle stage are actually the same factor. Since life cycle stages are most commonly defined by children and children’s ages, these two studies could be saying the same thing; that the family life cycle is the number one reason that families decide to migrate.

Conclusions
The family life cycle has a large effect on how families make decisions. It is not certain that it is the most important factor on migration choice although the research does suggest that it plays a large role in that decision. One cause of the family life cycle is having children, and children come with the need for more space, therefore the parents decide to move in order to obtain more space. Therefore the as the family goes through the life cycle they feel that they need more space, and the easiest way to obtain that is to move houses.
This thesis aims to prove that families do not need more space as their family grows. The space they think they need comes from the perceived normative housing deficit. The space the family thinks they need is the space they really need. Instead of more space this thesis will provide better space as a family traverses through the Family Life Cycle.
Architecturally Significant House
-Shorthand House
-Houston, Texas

Architect: Francois De Menil
Square Footage: 3,480 sq ft

Client:
Single woman with grown children

Features:
-Walls do not define rooms, instead furniture does
-a table defines the dining room
-a hearth defines a family room
-Includes many moving partitions to change the use of space
-An open sitting area can become a closed work space
-A hallway can transition into a closet
-Since the user has to interact with the house to make it transform, she engages in understanding the experience of architecture
Micro Home
-Schretter Apartment
-Vienna, Austria

Architect: Eichinger, Oder, Knechtl
Square Footage: 540 sq ft

Client:
Unknown

Features:
-created from an old rooftop laundry space in a residential block
-A window that transforms into a balcony
-no rooms besides a bedroom
-the entire apartment can be configured different ways through sliding and hinging elements of the design

Figure 78: Schretter Apartment Images
Houseboat
-Fennell Residence
-Portland, Oregon
Architect: Robert Oshatz
Square Footage: 2,364 sq ft

Client:
The Fennell Family
-Professional couple
-Wanted a summer home on the river

Features:
-Glulam beams were used to form the arches for durability, sustainability, lightness and aesthetics
-Since the house has to float the materials needed to be light
-the glass provides natural light and natural ventilation
-construction required minimal amounts of energy, and did not disrupt the riverbed, which is a national natural landmark
-Incorporates storage in the stairway
-lofted bedroom and bathroom on the second level
-neighbors are only 10 feet away on either side, so this house had to incorporate privacy
-the only windows face the water, meaning that neighbors are not a concern

Figure 80: Fennell Residence Images
Average American Home
-Sears Columbine House

Architect: Sears
Square Footage: Around 1,500 sq ft

Client:
Any American with $2,259

Features:
-This home was mass manufactured and ready to sell to any American willing to buy it
-This particular model includes:
-3 bedrooms on the main floor
-kitchen
-dining room
-Living room
-1 bathroom
-2 optional bedrooms on the second level
-This home was the idea model for a family with room for growth
-It could be built with on the first level, then expanded upon when needed
-Owners could also choose to build a basement on the model
Small Space
-Capsule Hotel
-Japan

Architect: Various across Japan
Square Footage:
each capsule- 6.5ft. x 3.3ft. x 4ft

Features:
-Many individual capsules for people

-common locker rooms, showers and common areas such as lounges

-cost is approx. $65 a night
Public Space Study
-Unite d’ Habitation
-Marseille, France

Architect: Le Corbusier
Square Footage:

Client: The people of Marseille, France

Features:

-multi-family residential housing project
-to house 1,600 residents
-communal spaces placed on roof rather than inside building
-a “city within a city”
-gathering spaces also placed on the lower level

Figure 86: Unite d’ Habitation Images
Small Space Study
- International Space Station
Habitation Module

Architect: Michael Kalil

Client: NASA

Features:
-In space there is no up or down, no floor or roof
-13 feet in diameter
-living quarters for 6 people
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